
HOW THE PRODIGO/AMAZON 
PARTNERSHIP CHANGES EVERYTHING
The rationale behind this recently announced partnership is remarkably 

altruistic. It will immediately settle long standing debates over the relative value 

of local/direct contracts versus distributors, GPOs and other supplier-funded 

models, because it is indifferent to the source of purchased goods and 

services. Prodigo and Amazon are currently coordinated around a practical 

vision whose benefits can be quickly realized, regardless of where the health 

system lives on the procurement maturity curve.  However, as Amazon still 

needs a healthcare-dedicated demand translation layer and Prodigo has it, 

the relationship’s next step is obvious —and should change everything.

SOME PERSPECTIVE 

Thanks largely to Amazon, consumers know how to shop and buy products 

online. They benefit from the familiar flow of underlying technologies on many 

levels. Especially for known items, consumers are well equipped to search for 

value, apply discounts and take advantage of favorable shipping terms.

Healthcare’s suppliers have cataloged their products online. In turn, 

healthcare’s requisitioners search them to find what they need. And because 

most modern ERP systems provide a way for shoppers to “punch-out” to these 

catalogs via workflows that maintain transaction visibility for ERP, the deficits of 

this approach have largely remained under the radar for many providers.

Although the conveniences of online shopping are well understood, in clinical 

settings, they can be antithetical to the benefits of controlling the clinical point 

of sale (POS). Not surprisingly, the concept of “open buying” is loathed in most 

IDN C-Suites, as it not only ignores the direct benefits of negotiated contracts 

but, it prevents them from keeping conditional, related commitments and 

controlling clinically approved items. Until seller-content is filtered to directly 

support the agendas of each buyer organization, the most basic benefits of 

good purchasing/ supply chain management practice cannot be realized.
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THE DATA THRESHOLD HAS BEEN CROSSED

The data challenges that have long encumbered healthcare’s procurement 

progress are collapsing. Not only are useful enrichments of the market data 

now “gettable,” but they have been standardized and made ready for 

consumption via new, efficient and automated processes that actually work. 

Even in situations where the provider’s consumption data lack sufficient detail 

and are incomplete, item masters can now be built from scratch. 

Why isn’t such progress more commonplace? It doesn’t help that Healthcare’s 

IT leadership has been slow to recognize the difference between the data 

themselves and the data integration benefits of their modern ERP systems. To 

be clear, while Oracle, Infor Lawson and Workday serve to ease traditional 

integration challenges, none of these vendors are content providers, and 

none of them provide tools designed to manage supplier markets.

In a pure supply chain context, that means zero enriched item and service 

information. It also means no direct support for evolving data standards. 

Market pricing intelligence, the mapping of special arrangements, including 

unpublished GPO discount tiers and distributor rebate programs, are not in 

scope. Support for recalls or other time-sensitive updating services aren’t 

even considered.  

Furthermore, projects aimed at integrating supply chain data with ERP are 

never an “off the shelf” exercise, as healthcare systems are highly nuanced. 

Therefore, successful integrations require deep involvement of content 

providers that genuinely know the clinical setting, understand its workflows and 

can deliver credible advice on how best to shape implementations in support 

of the provider’s objectives.
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Healthcare’s procurement leadership has been mired in data challenges for 

decades. With all due respect to those challenges, solutions are now available 

— although not from the usual suspects. In summary, healthcare leadership 

would be well-served to stop attacking the “data problem” the same way, 

with the same vendors, and expect different results. 

 Prodigo has amassed the most comprehensive repository of healthcare 
supplier market data in the United States. Of equal importance are its utilities 
and processes for expediting the creation of client-specific marketplaces. 
Based on data enrichments derived from Prodigo’s Global Item Master, the 
data are continuously synced to the collective demand of the largest health 

systems in the country.

 Amazon provides an external, dynamic market context.  The value of such 
bench-marking speaks for itself. The partnership will inspire a larger pool of 
Amazon suppliers to engage and compete for business, as better qualified 
item and services volumes, along with more categories of spend, will be 
revealed. The result will be more efficient transactions and more competitive 
supplier markets while maintaining the controls needed for clinical 
environments.

IMPROVING HEALTHCARE REQUISITIONING —
MAKING IT WORKABLE AND STRATEGIC

Given the scale, scope and complexities of the items and services purchased 

in healthcare, not to mention the specific objectives of leadership, off-the-shelf 

searching algorithms are not up to the task. Intelligent filtering of content is 

required. It is a multi-dimensional undertaking requiring a combination of 

sophisticated indexing, caching algorithms and a deep knowledge of 

clinical context.  

Search accuracy and speed is a function of optimizing these algorithms so they 

essentially “know” who the requisitioner is, the location at the time of requisition 

and what he/she is looking for —a perfect example of machine learning in 

action. Therefore, limiting the universe of item possibilities using filters that 

understand the requisitioner’s role, workflow, location, and the preferences of 

leadership, is mission critical, especially in IDN settings where supply 

arrangements vary across service lines, care protocols, facilities, etc. 
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Beyond filtering, when an item or service is purchased it must be matched to 

the correct source and applicable contract(s). Ideally, this is accomplished via 

processes that also fully account for available contractual benefits. More than 

simply knowing when specific volumes are achieved that may trigger rebates, 

discounts and GPO share-backs, the system should be optimized to proactively 

accelerate such value capture. 

Mapping all of these considerations is a challenge requiring intimate 

knowledge of clinical settings/constructs. Naturally then, accommodating such 

detail in a P2P structure requires more than cross-industry integration 

experience. Success requires both a detailed knowledge of best healthcare-

specific practices and how to make them work in nuanced environments. 

Given such industry-specific complexities, attempts to abstract the benefits 

from more generalized marketplace systems is foolish. Cross industry 

marketplace platforms will continue to fail for these very reasons. 

SIMPLIFYING FOCUS

In B2C settings, Amazon is the standard. It doesn’t much matter what 

consumers buy, the session ID is captured and Amazon systems get to work. 

Amazon controls every aspect of the transaction. It executes brilliantly. 

In B2B settings, however, it gets a little more complicated. At a minimum, 

Amazon must interface with client ERP systems. It must grab the requisitioner’s 

punchout order session ID and present it to the client’s ERP system, where 

fulfillment instructions, including outbound purchase orders, get created. In 

turn, all such details must flow back to Amazon’s systems for fulfillment. It’s a 

layer of complexity that is tough for every player in the B2B arena, including 

Amazon, as control of the transaction is distributed. Regardless, across most 

industries, Amazon has successfully cleared the hurdle. It has done so largely 

based on its use of a cXML translation layer that most cross-industry ERP systems 

well understand. But it hasn’t worked in healthcare where less capable 

technology platforms are the norm and cXML is not how trading partners 

exchange documentation.

Healthcare uses EDI (X12). And if solving healthcare’s procurement 

complexities were as easy as Amazon retrofitting its systems to accept EDI 

messaging, it would have been done a long time ago. But clearly, it’s not that
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simple and EDI messaging is only the tip of the iceberg. If that were not true, 

then the challenges addressed in this paper would have been resolved 20 

years ago. Bottom line, Amazon’s decision to not reverse engineer an 

entrenched EDI transaction network could not be justified. 

But the business case for Prodigo was easy, so it mapped EDI (X12) to cXML. 

Through its marketplace and exchange, Prodigo now delivers the punchout 

order session IDs and EDI order messages exactly the way Amazon wants to 

receive them. The effort created immediate customer value. And because it 

also enables significant new advances that can be delivered in the near 

future, you might ask yourself what took so long. 

If you’re also asking why Prodigo, and not the market’s leading EDI network 

providers, that’s a good question. The answer is, neither Prodigo or Amazon 

was interested in a solution cost model that would result in yet another tax 

on the system. 

Here’s an even better answer. It should be the Prodigo/Amazon 

go-to-market model:

By leveraging Amazon’s search API in a transparent way, Prodigo can surface 

real-time Amazon Business (AB) product selection and prices natively inside the 

ProdigoMarketplace.  There is no reason why higher preference items and 

services that are laden with rebate, GPO administrative fee, technology carve 

out, and volume commitment language cannot be included. In other words, 

it’s a big leap beyond the processes that limit the selection to items and 

services based on UNSPSC, GTIN or some other generic classification scheme. 

Prodigo’s partnership with Amazon will allow the ProdigoMarketplace to pull 

from the AB catalog when appropriate, driving targeted savings across 

all categories.

Therefore, and regardless of how nuanced the provider’s preferences and 

value-defining calculus may be, Prodigo will continue to map it all the way 

down to the clinical point of service. By doing so, a real time, benchmarked 

view into healthcare’s “indirect spend,” where Amazon has successfully 

engaged suppliers and aggregated/organized the content, is achieved. But it 

need not stop there. As said, this model will work effectively for mid-to-higher 

preference items and services as well, and create groundbreaking value. 
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When requisitioners search for an item that is under a contract, Prodigo can 

cross reference the Amazon marketplace with the contracted items in its 

marketplace and return the correct item, matched to the right contract, based 

on how the provider-client defines highest value —for every item. Amazon 

benefits because its objective is transaction volume (and that volume will 

explode under this arrangement). And providers will benefit because finally, 

they gain real time visibility to market pricing for all the items and services they 

purchase. So instead of providers feeling pressure to lock-down on an item and 

price over a multi-year contract, providers can focus on building formularies, 

driving compliance to them and, in real time, know that the selection and 

source of every item has been vetted by their own criteria, as well 

as, a legitimate external market context.

The Holy Grail therefore, is presenting the right items, attached to the right 

contracts, that drive the most value. Sometimes referred to as “active spend 

management” or “dynamic price management,” the vision here is clear, and 

the Prodigo/Amazon partnership should deliver on it.

CONTROLLING THE CLINICAL POS TO DRIVE 
COMPETITIVE MARKETS 

Uncontrolled access to supplier catalogs has worked reasonably well for 

healthcare systems and their requisitioners who buy commodity items. 

However, for mid-to-high preference items and services (items that are not 

typically searched for and/or sourced on-line), a combination of GPOs, 
distributors, manufacturer sales representatives and the care provider’s internal 

fulfillment specialists have been relied on to keep the machine oiled.

Especially from an inventory management perspective, the derivative stocking 

approaches have simply allowed hospitals to get by. That said, and in light of 
emerging value-based reimbursement models, the approach is completely out 

of touch. Where value-based, payment alternatives are being modeled, health 

systems can no longer justify a conservative best guess.  Without control of the 

clinical point of sale, linking supplies needed to value-based patient outcomes 

is simply not possible.

From both an item selection and utilization perspective, controlling the POS is an 
established, critical functionality across the industry. Despite this, in healthcare
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where the stakes are arguably higher, as modeling value is directly tied to 

reimbursement, controlling the clinical POS remains an ideal. If any controls 

exist, they are suggestive versus absolute, so measuring value —or supply-

based ROI— remains a fuzzy exercise. Put another way, healthcare’s reliance 

on a requisitioner’s resourcefulness is not a strategy.  While it may seem 

backward to constrain personal initiative, rewarding maverick spending is 

antithetical to good procurement practice. If the overarching goal is to 

eliminate variance, then the need to create a default state of compliance, 

which requires full control at the clinical POS, is self-evident. 

The real time ability to track the value being created in a provider’s internal 

marketplace changes the entire supply chain management paradigm. IDNs 

and suppliers alike can contemplate more fluid supply arrangements. This is 

especially relevant when IDNs are negotiating cross-organizational deals for 

higher preference items and services. It also provides suppliers a way to 

constantly compete for new business opportunity. When an arrangement loses 

its market relevance, it isn’t good for the buyer or seller.  

Modern requisitioning systems offer more than a convenience to staff. They 

provide leadership a way to shape requisitioning behaviors in ways that directly 

support organizational objectives. Prodigo and Amazon will deliver healthcare 

procurement and financial leadership the ability to track savings/value and 

benchmark it without having to disclose the uniquely competitive benefits of 

locally negotiated agreements.

“Change is not a destination and hope is not a strategy.” World leaders, 

military generals, economists, football coaches and a former mayor of New 

York City have all been credited with the quote. Since no one is certain 

of its origin, let’s go ahead and add healthcare’s next generation of

procurement leaders to the list.
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